
Enterprise Software Testing, QA & DevOps



Our Mission
Market leader in software testing, 
qality assurance and DevOps 

Established in the year 2000

Headquartered in London, UK
To enable Total 

Quality Management
for businesses

that rely on 
technology

to harness the
power of change and
innovation, for the 

benefit of our
customers.

“
Presence in UK, Europe, Middle East, 
North America, Africa and Australia

Winner - Queen’s Award for Enterprise 
in International Trade, 2018

19+
Years

Over 19 years of EXCLUSIVE Software Testing and Quality Assurance
Expertise. We have been dedicated software testers all along.
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275+
Clients

2100+
Projects

5
Continents

4
Offices

20+
Countries

Offices in the UK, UAE, USA and India>

www.testhouse.net

About Testhouse

Finalist - The North American Software 
Testing & QE Awards 2019

>



Testhouse strongly believes that we are best placed to offer end to end quality assurance

services. Our 19+ years of exclusive software testing & quality assurance expertise makes us 

the QA and testing partner of choice for a number of clients across a range of industries, notably

banking & finance, energy, transportation, high-tech, construction, etc.

01Increase Throughput
Helping clients deliver more releases to 
businesses; doing more for less

05Offer Competitive Pricing
Re-usable repository of test assets,
frameworks and accelerators.

04Deliver Predictable Quality
Thought leadership in defect prevention,
not defect detection

03
Enhance Test Coverage
Use of proprietary tools, accelerators,
point solutions and frameworks.

02
Reduce Programme Risk
Own/share programme risk and ensure
on-time quality delivery is made

Value Proposition

Ensuring High-Quality

www.testhouse.net
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Managed Testing
Services

Microsoft
Services

DevOps
Services

Vertical
Expertise

Digital Testing/
Assurance

QA Advisory
Consulting

Comprehensive portfolio
of QA & testing services.
Functional Testing
Performance Testing
Security Testing
Mobility Testing
Test Automation

BFSI
Energy
Real Estate
Transportation
Public Sector
Professional Services

Banking, Financial Services and Insurance (BFSI) Offerings

Testing | QA
Migration
Automation
Transformation

Core Banking | Digital Banking | Islamic Banking
Cards & Payments | Governance, Risk, Compliance

Commercial Banking | Insurance

ALM Implementation using 
TFS/VSTS
Automation Testing
Dynamics 365 Testing 
Framework
Digital Transformation 
Windows 10 Migration 

Cloud
Mobility
Big Data
Security
User Experience
Omni Channel Assurance

Test Management
Strategic Test Consulting
Test Process Reviews
Test Process Optimisation
Test Centre of Excellence
QA Transformation

Continuous Integration 
and Delivery
Continuous Testing
Continuous Deployment
DevOps4Dynamics
Azure4DevOps
DevOps4Mobile 

www.testhouse.net

Service Offerings Portfolio



Functional

Managed Testing Services

Performance Automation Security

Continuous
Delivery

Continuous
Testing

DevOps4Dynamics

DevOps Services
Using Testhouse’s experience and expertise in DevOps principles and processes, businesses can enhance the

quality of software products and bring them to market quicker to gain vital competitive advantage.

Continuous Delivery Continuous Testing

Testhouse’s testing services can identify and remediate shortcomings in application functionality and

performance across a variety of platforms and services to ensure flawless user experience across platforms.

Continuous Deployment

Testhouse's Continuous Delivery 

processes ensure on-time, high-quality

 user experiences as per market and 

customer needs while retaining control

of releases pushed into production.

Attain the ultimate in testing automation.

Combine DevOps practices with Test

Automation processes to ensure rapid,

continuous and real-time release of

software updates to production.

Ensure the ongoing quality of

releases being pushed into production

by continuously executing automated

testing on releases at every step as part

of the Continuous Deployment process.

Does your application function the way 

it was intended to? Utilise our functional

testing expertise to ensure software 

works exactly as it was outlined

to do in its specifications documents.

How will your application perform under

various circumstances and conditions? 

How much load can it take? What causes 

bottlenecks in its performance? How 

can you overcome those?

DevOps4Dynamics

Let our tools do the testing for you!

Achieve great levels of efficiency, fast

turnaround times and enhanced user

satisfaction by automating your testing

processes with least risk.

Testhouse can provide you with insights 

and data necessary to identify if your 

organisation is suitably addressing 

security expectations of clients, 

regulator and management.

Bring a DevOps approach to Dynamics

assurance . Optimise and enhance

quality of Dynamics 365 installations

through enabling customised  frequent 

builds, deployment and testing.

www.testhouse.net



Microsoft Services

Dynamics 365 Quality Consultancy
Ensure highest quality of Microsoft Dynamics 365 installations through automated testing of installations, 

upgrades etc., to overcome implementation challenges and to assure flawless functioning and highest ROI. 

Assure Maximum Return on Investment

Testhouse is a Gold certified Microsoft partner. We offer a number of services and solutions for the software

bellwether. These include radical Cloud, CRM, Visual Studio family and other tools and support services.

Windows 10
Migration

ALM
Implementation

Visual Studio
Consultancy

Microsoft Tools
Testing

Ensure Highest Implementation Quality

Testhouse has devised several solutions to ensure the 
highest quality of your Dynamics 365 implementation in 
the most cost-effective way. These include performance
and functional testing, both manual and automated, 
migration and integration assistance, configuration.

management, version control and others. We guarantee
test and delivery of any implementation scenario
imaginable. Our expertise has helped many businesses
across verticals to increase their business efficiencies
and customer satisfaction levels. 

Our testing services can 
ensure migration of your

enterprise Windows 7 or XP 
installation to Windows 10
with the least risk, hassle,
cost and complications. 

ALM solutions monitor the
health of your application at
every step of its lifecycle to 

catch and rectify discrepancies
 before they cause any damage.

Our consultancy for Visual
Studio instances (VSTS, TFS)
include providing transaction

support, introducing automation
or performance testing using

Visual Studio to maximise ROI.

Utilise our expertise on the entire
suite of testing tools from

Microsoft Test Manager (MTM)
to Visual Studio suite to ensure
top software quality and achieve

your business objectives.

www.testhouse.net



Mobility

Digital Assurance

Cloud Big Data Omni Channel

Advisory & Consulting
Testhouse provides end-to-end QA consultancy services that will significantly transform the way clients assure

quality of their products and services, enhancing user experience while reducing delivery times.

Testhouse can help clients ensure highest quality of their digital transformation efforts by comprehensive

testing services across the digital value chain, encompassing mobility, cloud, big data and omni channel. 

Testhouse can ensure you quality
 presence on the mobile ecosystem, 

which is imperative for any 
organisation as Mobility is at the

core of what is driving today's
Digital Transformation wave. 

Testhouse’s consultants are adept at
using tools to analyse large amounts

of data generated during testing
processes to help better understand

applications and their limitations
and strengths alike.

With Testhouse, harness the power,
�exibility and ease-of-use of the

Cloud to run highly e�cient, 
faster-to-market deployments. All
our tools and services are hosted

on the cloud to great bene�ts.

Present your users with the pinnacle
of digital transformation by assuring

them a seamless, familiar and
frictionless user experience across
channels, devices, environments

and platforms.

Test Consulting Process Review Process Optimisation TCoE

Let Testhouse be your Strategic QA
Partner. We can manage all your

testing and quality assurance
e�orts and provide you with
extensive consulting to help

you achieve your business goals.

Testhouse’s consultants are adept at
using tools to analyse large amounts

of data generated during testing
processes to help better understand

applications and their limitations
and strengths alike.

Testhouse can analyse and evaluate
your software testing processes and
practices to identify bottlenecks and

ine�cient testing practices as a
�rst step of a strategic QA process

improvement programme.

Testhouse helps organisations set up
company-wide testing and quality 
assurance standards tying in with
organisation values and culture

(Testing Centres of Excellence) to 
help deliver intrinsic customer value.

www.testhouse.net



CORE 

BANKING

Testing
Migration

Transformation
Automation

QA

DIGITAL 

BANKING

GOVERNANCE,
RISK, COMPLIANCE

CARDS
PAYMENTS

ISLAMIC
BANKING

COMMERCIAL

BANKING
INSURANCE

Temenos T24, TCS BaNCS,
iMAL, Finacle, Misys Equation, 
Fusion Phoenix, Ethix Branch 
Oracle Flexcube, etc.

Internet Banking, 
Mobile Banking,
Remote Banking, IVR, CTI,
e-wallets/digital wallets,  
Cash Management Services, 

Anti-Money Laundering
Fraud Management System
FICO Fraud Managements
Mastercard Gatekeeper
HPS Fraud Management

ATM/POS, e-wallets, QR Code,
Payment Gateways, SWIFT, 
Mobile Payments, Transfers

TSYS: PRIME, Vision Plus, 
Electra Card System,  GPSC,
HPS Powercard, Way4, 
EFT Switch - Postillion, 
Base 24, Powercard V3 Switch

Insurance systems of all
kinds, types and domains
across the �nancial sector

Wholesale Banking
Trading and Finance
Commerical Banking

Pro�t and loss sharing, Asset
Management, Bonds, Insurance
iMAL, Temenos T24, Finacle

We count eight out of the top ten middle east banks amongst our customers!

Banking, Financial Services and Insurance

www.testhouse.net



Digitising transaction banking drives the digital
transformation of the banking sector. Testhouse
capabilities in streamlining transaction
banking processes, including cash  management, 
trade  finance and insitiutional services.

Emerging Specialisations
Testhouse is at the forefront of adapting emerging technology 
specialities in the banking industry to deliver increasing value 
to its clients.

Robotic Process Automation

Digital Payments

Omni Channel

Testhouse identifies RPA as the next level of
digital transformation in the banking industry.
further elevating automation. Our dedicated
RPA consultancy will help our clients
minimise overheads, money and effort.

Digital payment systems consist of a multitude
of systems across all channels. Testhouse has 
a dedicated team within our BFSI department
to ensure clients’ payment systems deliver 
seamless high quality output round the clock.

Providing users a consistent experience across
channels is Testhouse’s core TCoE philosophy.
Our existing services can help clients present
their clients a satisfying, consistent, high-quality
user experience across platforms and devices.

www.testhouse.net

Transaction Banking



The application Emirates NBD was using to test their 
Finacle core banking solution was not able to implement
automated, performance and regression testing, 
making the bank spend too much time in manual
testing, increasing overheads, efforts and turnaround
times, affecting user experience and services.

Case Study
Emirates NBD Achieved End-to-End Traceability and Efficiency by
Implementing Finacle Core Banking Automation Testing Solution.

Executive Summary

The Situation

The Solution

How Emirates NBD Benefitted

Emirates NBD is among the Middle East’s largest banks operating a wide portfolio of services
across the GCC region. The bank uses the Finacle core banking solution. They were missing key
testing capabilities in their existing function requiring time and effort-consuming manual testing
processes. Testhouse helped Emirates NBD implement automation testing using Visual Studio TFS, 
reducing testing efforts and increasing turnaround times, saving cost and improving user experience.

Company Profile: With more than

8,000 employees and assets of 

AED 334.8 billion (US�91 billion), 

Emirates NBD is among the

largest banks in the Middle East.

They provide corporate, retail,

Islamic and investment banking 

throughout the Gulf Cooperation

Council (GCC) region, Africa,

Europe and Asia. The bank is

headquartered in Dubai, UAE.

Testhouse worked with the Emirates NBD team to 
develop an automated regression testing solution for 
Finacle using Visual Studio Team Foundation Server. 
We  wrote resuable C# test scripts for 56 identified core 
menus which were then loaded into Microsoft Test 
Manager. Testhouse later extended the project to 
develop a performance test solution for Siebel CRM.

Reduced testing effort, streamlined reporting, clear
traceability leading to better decision making, better
aligned teams, all leading to faster turnaround times,
better efficiency and increased user satisfaction.

www.testhouse.net



Partnerships

“We have had some great
feedback from our customers
regarding the levels of 
expertise and professionalism
that Testhouse have provided
them with during their
engagements. ... Having a 
partner that is as professional,
proactive and customer
focused as Testhouse makes
them a pleasure to work with 
as we know that our customers 
are in safe hands.”

Testimonial

David Bowen, Microsoft

Achievements

“Straightforward,
Accommodating,

Practical and Logical”
“Preferred QA Partner”

www.testhouse.net

Customer Speak



“Quality is not an act, it is a habit” - Aristotle

contact@testhouse.net | www.testhouse.net

Testhouse UK
8, Lanark Square,
London  E14 9RE
United Kingdom

+44 20 8555 5777

Testhouse USA
10100 Santa Monica Blvd

#300  Los Angeles
CA 90067, USA

+1 224 323 6188 

Scan to visit

Testhouse India
2nd Floor, Nila Building
Technopark Campus
Trivandrum, Kerala

+91 471 270 0117

Testhouse Middle East
1403-27 City Tower 2
Sheikh Zayed Road

Dubai, UAE
+971 50 354 9541

Testhouse Australia - Local Partner
Peter Thompson

North Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

+61 401 085 690 


